
YOUR CAMPAIGN GOAL PLANNER



“We often get asked by our clients, ‘which campaign is right for me?’ So we put together this visual tool to help you
understand the various campaigns and their objectives or goals.

If you’ve successfully completed your checklist you’ll be clearer in understanding what you have set up and what your
desired first goal might be.

For example IF you are new online and looking to sell a product in the future it would be wise to build an audience first and
deliver helpful and valuable content to that audience and build your credibility in that area. 

Therefore your PURPOSE would be to Grow your Facebook Group and run live training events. Your METHOD would be
using Facebook  Video View Campaigns objective or Page Engagement to boost the right content and you can use this to
retarget while staying all within the Facebook Platform.  This is an EASY campaign to set up and ideal for beginners to ads.

If you are a more established digital entrepreneur who has sold their services or digital products online before, you might
be considering scaling. Your GOALS will be different and you may be considering a bi-yearly challenge or wish to run
evergreen webinars and be everywhere to the right people to ensure maximum visibility.  

Therefore use this campaign goal planner to see what's possible in terms of utilising all or part of these campaigns in your
ad strategy. 

Understanding the different objectives and goals that go into a successful ad campaign is crucial.  

Let’s go through the different Facebook Objectives we use the most in our highly converting campaigns along with some 
" Insider Tips”
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There are hundreds of strategies you can apply when it
comes to your campaigns with Facebook ads but our goal
is for you to actively start, keep it simple and begin to see
the fruits of your labour before you progress further using
one of our more advanced campaigns. 

The strategy that is working the best is warming up your
audience before you ask them to perform a specific
action. The campaign strategy is to increase your visibility
and increase your brand awareness by using the
Facebook Objective Video Views or Post Engagement.

The Facebook official description of the Facebook
Objective Video Views optimizes to get the most plays of
your video ad. Facebook shows your videos to the people
who are most likely to watch it for at least 2 continuous
seconds, or 15 seconds or longer. 

But here’s the hack- when you speak the language of your
audience and use Boulevard’s ‘Monetise Your Messaging
Formula’ you actually capture even more views and even
higher quality ‘views’. Facebook will track your audiences
consuming and watching your content at 50%, 75% and
95% or more.

The Facebook official description of the Facebook
Objective Post Engagement includes all actions that
people take involving your ads while they're running such
as commenting on or sharing the ad, claiming an offer,
viewing a photo or video, or clicking on a link.

The Facebook official description of Facebook Objective
Conversions is used to get people to take a specific
action on your website, such as signing up for a freebie
(or Lead Magnet) a purchase, adding items to cart, or
downloading your mobile app. 

An advanced objective of Facebook is the Reach objective
or a campaign strategy we call Famous-in-the-feed.  The
Reach objective is best used when you target smaller
audiences and want to reach as many people in your
audience as possible.

Insider tip:  This campaign is great to use to nurture your
new leads and ensure you are top of mind. We use it to
drip-feed value-driven driven content related to your
brand and each one delivered strategically making you
‘famous in the feed’ 

This way you get to maximise the number of people who
see this content and control often they see it. 

Which campaign objectives best suit your goals?

Goals and Campaign Objectives
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